Performance Request Form

Have a suggestion for a performing act we should bring to Legends, a movie you want to see in Greer, or anything else you'd want to see on campus? Now you have a place to send those ideas directly to the executive board to consider!

Just answer all the questions, and feel free to put additional information and we will consider your submission!

Information

Your Name: [Required]

Some helpful information if you are requesting a musical artist:

Use Pollstar to look up average ticket prices so we can see if the artist is feasible for us to bring with our current budget (The 1975, our biggest act we've paid for in recent years, average ticket price is $37.56 - so shoot for around that number or less)  
Legends Capacity: 1,000; Convocation is very hard for us to book because Athletics has priority before us - but it's still possible!  
Is the artist currently on tour? Or recently announced a tour? We most likely will only be able to get an artist if they are on tour in the area.  
APPS typically books artists a couple months in advance (at least, usually more) - for example the booking process for The 1975 started in May, 7 months before the show.

If you have other questions about the booking process, we'd be happy to answer! Please email apps@appstate.edu if you want any further clarification.

Performing Acts Name: [Required]

Booking Contact (phone number or email works)
Valid input:
- must be 10-15 digits long and may include only numbers, hyphens, and spaces.

Any particular date in mind?

Average Ticket Price? [Required]

Are they currently on tour? [Required]

Links to music/performances [Required]

Any additionalinfo: